Starbuck has said, "the appreciation of any art is an elaborate process of * inner mimicry1 of the action and reaction suggested by the work of art." (22 -p. 3)
The dance in education is concerning itself with the problems of both the dancer and the audience.
The purpose in teaching rhythmic and movement funda mentals and dance composition is, on the one hand, to give experience in rhythmic movement so that the individ ual can develop, from the audience standpoint, a feeling for satisfying and meaningful movement. On the other hand, its purpose is to enable the individual to use move ment as a means of communication and expression if he or she so desires.
The dance in education seeks to give the individual a new awareness of the body as an instrument for expression, and to give dance experiences which are both physically satisfying and emotionally sound. In so doing, this phase of the dance in education is establish ing a foundation upon which dance of the future must be Refer to bibliography, page 31.
based· At the same time it is building a critical and sympathetic audience of tomorrow that will be able to enjoy dance movement of others because of personal knowledge and experience in dance·
In working out, with the group, the composi tions used in this thesis, I have tried to progress from both of the above angles, first of all, to give satisfy ing movement experiences to the members of the group, and second, to present a program before the audience that would be understood, enjoyed and thought worthwhile. The subject matter for this study had to be selected with several very definite things in mind; first, it had to be meaningful to me and worth saying; second, it needed to be within the range of experience of the students in the dance group and within their move ment range; third, it had to be interesting to the group as well as to me; and fourth, it needed to be interesting and meaningful to the audience.
The theme "Midwestern Suite" was finally de cided upon because it held that which was familiar and pertinent to the group, to the audience and to myself. These concepts about the people formed the basis for a suite of nine dances namely: "Cornhusker*s Dance;" Dances for Sunday -"Age", "Youth" and "Eymn";
and five dances around a County Pair theme -"Advance Publicity", "Men's Dance" , "Women's Dance", "Side ShowJf and "Merry-Go-Round"· They were then composed and taught to a voluntary group of students which met twice a week.
The entire suite was presented before an audience on the evening of May first in the Women's Gymnasium.
Costumes were designed from the standpoint of function and dance content.
As a means of accurately recording the dances, motion pictures were taken of the entire suite after the performance. The film is filed in the University Library. 
forms.
The first concern in dance composition is that of movement, since that is the medium of expression.
Just as the artist must know his medium of color or line, and be familiar in handling it, so the dancer must be familiar with movement and have acquired some technique in handling his instrument of expression, the human body.
MMovement is the primary stuff of which dance is made. It becomes artistically potent and significant only viiere it supports and confirms the inspired message gathered from an informed outlook.'* (21 -p· 42) This is the same movement of everyday life but cultivated for its own sake and purposes to give it artistic validity and aesthetic significance* The line which separates ordinary movement from dance movement is very thin, and the "claim to artistic validity can only be saved by a rather rigid aesthetic selection and organization." The second element which must be considered is subject matter. "Subject matter is the foundation stone for all art forms. It is the reason for doing -the idea behind its existence." (5 -p. 5) As it was stated in the introduction, subject matter can be drawn from the entire range of human experience. It has no plot, neither does it try to tell a story· The essence of the thing created is to he felt, not read. Selection of subject depends upon the age of the group, their experiences,and their interests.
Another factor in composition is that of technique, meaning the way and the skill with which the artist uses her tool. For the dancer this is the human body. It isn*t until the artist has had proper body training and discipline that she is able to portray correctly that which is felt within with ease and compe tency.
Atmosphere, the fourth factor, is based on the subject matter and its expression. "It is the mood with which an artist surrounds her work, the tonal quality with which it is imbued and the feeling the spectator derives upon viewing it." (5 -p. 6) Just as a piece of music or a painting is enhanced through the creation of atmosphere so also is the dance.
In direct relation to atmosphere is spirit.
Bock defines it as "the actual vitality felt and expressed by the whole structure; it is the rhythm, movement and life quality which pervades the composition." (5 -p. 6) Emotion is that element which covers the whole thing with a glow. It is the expression of the feeling the artist has toward his subject, the way he wishes the Originally it was a community social gathering which brought people from far and wide for a day of dancing, singing,and merrymaking.
In composing the "Cornhuskers* Dance" I tried to catch the hearty spirit of good-fellowship which the occasion produces among the people. The movement needed to be vigorous, using much space and much group activity.
Simple folk dance patterns were used in composing the dance because it was essentially a folk dance, an ex pression of the people. The movements of the husker as he moved in an imaginary fashion between the rows of corn were based on the actual movement pattern. These move ments were stylized and repeated continuously by the men between periods of general group dancing.
The music for the dance was an arrangement of the well known tune, "The Arkansas Traveler" by David dance is the much loved hymn , r Ein Peste Burg1 ' (A Mighty Portress is Our God) hy Martin Luther. (6) The first time it is played in its entirety, and for the third part, only the first half is used.
"Adeste Fideles" (0 Gome, All Ye FaithfulAnon) (1) is used for the second part of the dance and is played once* "Youth"
In "Youth" the general movement pattern was considered first and then the specific movements worked out. The form of the dance, in four parts (ABAC), starts (A) with the suggestion of the set religious pattern youth is expected to follow. This is followed hy (B) the gradual breaking away from the set form as dissatis faction mounts, then (A) the return to the first pattern to try it again, followed by (C) the final breaking away. The movements for "Advance Publicity" and "Side Show" are in stylized pantomime. This is not pure dance movement, in that it points out the particular and specific and concerns itself more with detail -the thing which I wanted to show. In working with this kind of movement care must be taken that it does not fall in to the pure dramatic and result in acting rather than dancing. To keep from doing this, much use was made of distortion, exaggeration and repetition.
The movements for "Men's Dance" and "Women's
Dance" revert back to the more pure dance movement, and in "Merry-Go-Round" there is a synthesis of all types of movements used in the "County Pair" theme. 
CONTRIBUTIONS
The contributions of this study lie in the depiction of emotions and ideas which are universal to mankind, shown through subject matter which is typical of this region; in expressing the earthy joy of living to be found in a social folk expression like the Cornhuskers* Dance; in suggesting the ever present reverence toward the spiritual and the conflict that is to be found between youth and age; the psychological effect of a strong leader on a group; and in making mean ingful to both audience and dance group those emotions and actions which are within their experience.
It has also contributed something to the danc ers if they experienced a feeling of satisfaction and pleasure in participating in the dance group, and to the audience if they got nothing more than temporary enjoy ment in watching it.
LIMITATIONS OP THE STUDY
Midwestern Suite did not attempt to cover all the emotions, characteristics or activities of the people in the middlewest. It merely selected a few common experiences and enlarged upon them.
As a dance production it did not try to reach professional standards. The students who made up the dance group were, for the most part, inexperienced, and the amount of available time in which to work with them was limited. As a result, the technique and dances were often imperfectly execxited.
In order to make the procedure more education 
